We present full O(p 6 ) and two-loop calculations on the axial-vector form factors F A of semileptonic radiative kaon and pion decays in chiral perturbation theory. The relevant dimension-6 terms of the lagrangian are evaluated by the resonance contribution and the results of the irreducible 2-loop graphs of the sunset topology are given in detail. We also explicitly show that the divergent parts in F A are cancelled exactly as required.
Introduction
Chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) [1, 2] has established itself as a powerful effective theory of low energy interactions. Not only for the strong interaction, it includes the electroweak one whose dynamics can be completely fixed by introducing the corresponding gauge bosons through the usual covariant derivative. Since the external momenta and quark masses are the expansion parameters for the generating function in ChPT [3, 4, 5] , they need to be small compared to the physical scale of the chiral symmetry breaking, i.e. about 1 GeV. Therefore, one expects that the semileptonic radiative kaon (pion) decays of K + → l + ν l γ (π + → l + ν l γ) can be well described in ChPT [6, 7] . It is known that these radiative decays [8, 9, 10, 11] could provide us with information on new physics [12, 13] by searching for the lepton polarization effects, which depend on the vector and axial-vector form factors F V,A of the structure dependent parts.
In this paper we deal mainly with the SU(3)⊗SU(3) chiral symmetry. We will present full O(p 6 ) and two-loop calculations on the axial-vector form factors in K + → l + ν l γ and π + → l + ν l γ by virtue of the recent progresses in the p 6 -Lagrangian [14, 15, 16] and the massive two-loop integrals [17, 18] . Some remarks related to the form factors in K + → l + ν l γ (K l2γ ) and π + → l + ν l γ (π l2γ ) are given as follows:
• The usual one-loop ChPT for the timelike form factor does not satisfy the unitarity or the final-state theorem and makes poor approximation [19, 20, 21] . Substantial corrections are expected at a higher order.
• The form factors in the decays receive the first non-vanishing contributions at O(p 4 ) but the first sizable ones, as well as the estimates of the accuracy, arise at O(p 6 ).
• The question of convergence of ChPT needs to be clearly addressed [22] .
• In ChPT, the O(p 6 ) contributions to the vector form factors F V in the decays have been studied in Ref. [23] , but that to the axial-vector ones F A have been done only for π → lν l γ based on the SU(2) × SU(2) symmetry [24] .
In this paper, from the relevant dimension-6 terms of the lagrangian [18, 20] by the resonance contribution [23, 24, 25] we perform a detail calculation for the irreducible 2-loop graphs of the sunset topology [21] , that give the dominant contributions to F A in both π and K decays at O(p 6 ). We will also evaluate F V and compare our results with those in Ref. [23] .
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we give the matrix elements for the decays. We review the lagrangians of ChPT to order O(p 6 ) in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, we display the two-loop calculations for both vector and axial-vector form factors with the detailed formulas placed in Appendices A and B. In Sec. 5, we show the analytical results. We present our numerical values and conclusions in Sec. 6.
The matrix elements
We consider the decay of P (p) → l + (l ′ )ν l (s ′ )γ(k) with P = K + or π + , where γ is a real photon with k 2 = 0. The matrix element M for the decay [6, 26, 27] can be written as
where ǫ µ is the photon polarization and θ K + (π + ) = cos θ (sin θ) with θ being the Cabibbo angle. In Eq. (1), the hadronic part of the quantity M µν is given by
which has the general structure
where the first line represents the Born diagram, in which the photon couples to hadrons through the known KKγ (ππγ) coupling, with F P being the P meson decay constant, and the subsequent lines correspond to axial-vector and vector portions of the weak currents with F V (A) being the vector (axial-vector) form factor. In Eq. (3), r A is non-zero only for those processes with virtual photons, such as P → l + l + l − ν l . In terms of the form factors F A and F V , we can write the vector and axial-vector parts in terms of Eqs. (1) and (3) as
respectively, where
Both F A and F V are real functions for q 2 ≡ (p − k) 2 below the the physical threshold, which is the region of interest here, based on time-reversal invariance and they are analytic functions of q 2 with cuts on the positive real axis. One of the reasons to perform the present calculation is that the q 2 dependence of the form factors starts at O(p 6 ).
The Lagrangians of chiral perturbation theory
In the usual formulation of ChPT [1, 2, 28] with the chiral symmetry SU(3) L × SU(3) R , the pseudoscalar fields are collected in a unitary 3 × 3 matrix
where F absorbs the dimensional dependence of the fields and, in the chiral limit, is equal to the pion decay constant, F π = 92.4 MeV. The Φ is given by the 3 × 3 matrix
where λ a (a = 1, 2, · · · , 8) are the Gell-Mann matrices. An explicit breaking of chiral symmetry is introduced via the mass matrix
where m π(K) is the unrenormalized π (K) mass. π and K mesons. We note that the mass of η is given to this order by the Gell-Mann-Okubo relation
The mass term in Eq. (9) is related to the quark masses by χ = const · diag(m u , m d , m s ) with m u = m d . To calculate the form factors, we have to include the interaction with external boson fields. As previously stated, the electroweak gauge fields A µ and W µ are introduced via the covariant derivative
where Q is quark charge matrix in units of e = gsinθ W with θ W standing for the Weinberg angles and
The final lepton pair (for definiteness we will always refer to l + ν coming a W + ) appears in the leptonic current when substituting
The Lagrangians of ChPT contain both normal (or non-anomalous) and anomalous parts. Since the form factor F V is related by an isospin rotation to the amplitude for π 0 → γγ, it can be absolutely predicted from the axial anomaly. For this reason, we must also include the effect of the axial anomaly. At the two lowest orders, the full non-anomalous Lagrangian is given by [1, 2] 
where L µν and R µν are the field-strength tensors of external sources, defined by
{α i } are unrenormalized coupling constants determined by low energy phenomenology. At order p 6 , the non-anomalous Chiral Lagrangian contains 90 independent terms plus four contact terms for SU(3) [18] . The terms relevant to K l2γ (π l2γ ) decays are found to be
where
The covariant derivative
is defined in terms of the chiral condition
The anomalous part begins at the fourth (p 4 ) order with the Wess-Zumino (WZ) term L W Z [29] containing pieces with zero, one and two gauge boson fields. The terms with one and the two gauge bosons for our purposes, as well as the anomalous p 6 -Lagiangian [20, 29] , are given by
Basing on the above expressions, the Feynman rules can be derived by expanding 6) and identifying the relevant vertex monomials. With these one can obtain the amplitudes for our processes. In the next section we display our main result of the two-loop calculation for the form factors.
The Form Factors
To order p 6 , the finite matrix elements in ChPT are obtained by multiplying the un-
with a factor √ Z per external meson, where Z is the wave function renormalization constant. To get the results, we start to calculate the mass and wave function renormalization as well as the renormalization of the pion decay constant.
Since the form factors at O(p 4 ) are related to the finite counterterm contribution, we only need the wave function renormalization, m
is the standard tadpole integral. It should be noted that the renormalization constant δm(≡ m phys − m) and δF K,π (≡ F K,π − F ) defined above are finite. The divergences and scale dependence of the loop integrals are canceled by similar factors for α i in L (4) .
The vector form factors F V
With the chiral Lagrangians mentioned above, one immediately obtains the tree-level contribution for the anomalous parts of our processes. For the semileptonic radiative K decays, one has [29]
Loop corrections to the above tree-level contribution proceed through diagrams involved at least one vertex given by the WZ lagrangian. As shown in Figure 1 with P = K, due to the initial order, most one-loop diagrams can contribute to O(p 6 ) constructed with the one vertex coming from the WZ Lagrangian and the others from the lowest order chiral lagrangian. We perform the calculation in the three-flavor case and we get
+ 1 + ln(4π) − γ coming from the dimensional regularization scheme. Obviously, the presence of these divergent terms requires the introduction of the corresponding counterterms in the anomalous section of the Lagrangian at order p 6 , which were already given in Refs. [20, 30, 31] .
Their infinite parts cancel the λ-terms in Eqs. (32) and (33) and the coefficients C W i are simply substituted by the remaining finite part, the renormalized ones C W r i . The values of these finite contributions from the counterterms to our processes are not pinned down in ChPT. They have to be deduced from data fitting [29] or, alternatively, from the hypothesis of resonance saturation (RS) of the counterterms [23] . The estimations of using RS are described in Sec. 6.
The axial-vector form factors F A
In this subsection we aim at the extraction of the form factor F A , which is the only one that has a contribution proportional to g µν (p·k). The presence of the g µν requires that the axialvector and vector insertions are in the same one-particle irreducible subdiagrams. This immediately removes a large part of the diagrams. Furthermore, the (p · k) kinematical factor guarantees that it is not part of the internal Bremsstrahlung contribution. We now discuss the contributions from the diagrams to O(p 6 ) in the following.
Tree level diagrams
With the chiral Lagrangians in Eqs. (13), (14) and (16), one immediately obtains the tree-level contributions for the processes as follows:
A,π,tree = −y 17
We note that for those in Eqs. (36) and (37) at O(p 6 ) one needs to perform renormalization with the finite parts, which will be discussed in Sec. 5.
One-loop diagrams
As shown in Figure 1 
Two-loop diagrams
The two-loop diagrams which may contribute to F A are shown in Figure 2 . The last six diagrams with nonoverlapping loops in Figure 2 , which can be written by the products of one-loop integrals and produce no (p · k) factor, have no contributions to F A . The only possible non-vanishing diagrams are the first three irreducible ones in Figure 2 . Since in the SU(3) ChPT, there are three different mass scales of (m π , m K , m η ) with the same order of magnitude, these irreducible integrals can no longer be expressed by elementary analytical functions. We will only quote the numerical results in Sec. 5 and Sec. 6. We now give the detailed calculations to the g µν terms of M A in Eq. (5). It is clear that the first irreducible diagram in Figure 2 does not contribute to F A since there is no (p · k) term. The second and third irreducible diagrams with genuine massive 2-loop integrals [21] are depicted in Figures 3 and 4 , respectively. From Figure 3 , we have
Figure 2: Two-loop diagrams for the form factors in P ℓ2γ .
We point out that the two-point irreducible diagrams in Figure 3 were not studied in Ref. [24] for π ℓ2γ . As shown in Sec. 5, these diagrams play a very important role for the cancellation of divergent parts with 1/ǫ 2 in the final results. Form Figure 4 , we obtain
We note that the two-loop amplitudes above have been classified by the functions {I, II..., A, B.. 
The detailed contributions from all diagrams for F A in π ℓ2γ and K ℓ2γ are summarized at the next section.
5 Analytical Results
Renormalization scheme
In our calculations, we use the following dimensional regularization and the renormalization scheme [1, 2, 22, 28] . Each diagram of order O(p 2n ) is multiplied with a factor (cµ) (n−1)(D−4) , where D = 4 − 2ǫ is the dimension of space-time and c is given by
The low energy constants α i of L (4) n in Eq. (14) are dimension-(D − 4), manifested by the mass scale µ of dimensional regularizatoin. With the renormalization factor of (cµ) (n−1)(D−4) , they are defined by
Similarly, for the L
n parameters y i in Eqs. (16) , one has that
We note that α i (µ, D) have the same µ-dependences as the one-loop integrals, whereas y i (µ, D) behave like the two-loop ones. Their values at the two different scales of µ 1 and µ 2 are related by
Analytical forms of F A
We now try to obtain the analytical forms of F A due to each diagram to order O(p 6 ) at the scale of m ρ . From Sec. 5.1, for the unrenormalized coefficients in the chiral lagrangian L (4) n , we use [22, 28] 
which is a Laurent series expanded around ǫ = 0. In Eq. (47), γ i are shown in Table 1 [22], γ s = −1 − ln(4π) + γ, α r i correspond to measurable low energy constants and α
Similarly, for the chiral Table 1 : Coefficients of γ i in Minkowski space [22] . 
n , we have
where the relevant constants of Γ
are shown in Table 2 [22] . We note that f (m ρ , µ) and g(m ρ , µ, ǫ) will not contribute to F A .
By writing the unrenormalized contributions to F A of order-O(p 4 ) and O(p 6 ) diagrams as F A,tree (p 4 ), F A,tree (p 6 ), F A,1−loop (p 6 ) and f A,2−loop (p 6 ), respectively, with the mass and wave function renormalizations, we find
which leads to
where P = π or K. In Eq. (50), for P = π, we have with the double-pole and single-pole divergences, respectively, in Minkowski space [22] . 
For P = K, we get 
We note that, in the above expressions, one special case must be treated separately. For the finite part of F A,2−loop , the functions of g(y) and f i (y) in Appendix B seem to introduce additional singularities in the integrals, such as at y = 0 and 1. However, this problem can be resolved by noticing that at y = 0 (the situation is the same at y=1), the function, e.g. g(y), behaves like ln(x 2 ), which is integrable. Consequently, the main question of evaluating the finite part of F A,2−loop is how to implement the formula in a computer program by correct and numerically stable forms. As seen from the last lines for F A,2−loop in Eqs. (53) and (57), we have given the reliable and stable numerical results due to the contributions of functions h i , i.e. the integrals of g and f i .
We remark that in Eqs. (51)- (58) we have explicitly shown the single poles, expected to be subtracted via f A,tree (p 6 ). We emphasize that in our results there are no divergent parts with 1/ǫ 2 and all the terms related to 1/ǫ are cancelled explicitly by the renormalization of the coupling constants in L (6) n , as well as the Gell-Mann-Okubo relation in Eq. (10) . It is clear that the disappearance of 1/ǫ 2 terms relies on the two-point irreducible diagrams in Figure 3 . Moreover, our results are scale independent since the scale terms with ln µ 2 can be grouped into the ones with 1/ǫ, i.e., they are always associated with 1/ǫ terms. These may also serve as checks of our calculations.
Numerical values and conclusions
As shown in section 5, the divergent terms for F A in loop-diagrams meet the corresponding counterterms in the Lagrangian at order O(p 6 ). The infinite parts cancel each other and thus they can be simply substituted by the remaining finite part of the counterterms, y r i . We now study the finite parts which contain the actual physical information. We will present the results in numerical forms and choose the scale at m ρ = 0.77 GeV . The values for the couplings α n at dimension-4 are given in Table 3 Lagrangian are evaluated mainly by the RE and in Table 4 we illustrate the values of y i in the lowest meson dominance (LMD) approximation [25] and the resonance Lagrangian (RL) [33, 25, 23] . To study the vector form factors, we need to consider the anomalous chiral Lagrangian. The set of anomalous coefficients is treated by phenomenological fitting in ChPT as well as the two main alternative models of vector meson dominance (VMD) method and constituent chiral quark model (CQM) [29] . The relevant terms for our purposes are shown in Table 5 .
Other inputs are m K = 0.495 GeV , m π = 0.14 GeV , m η = 0.55 GeV , F K = 0.112 GeV and F π = 0.092 GeV . To compare our results with those in the literature, we use dimensionless form factors of f V,A , defined by Figures 5 and 6 , we plot the dimensionless vector and axial-vector form factors f V,A as functions of q 2 with the photon on mass-shell for π e2γ and K e2γ , respectively. Similar figures can also be drawn for the µ modes. In Table 6 , we show the form factors of f A at q 2 = 0 at O(p 4 ) and O(p 6 ) with SU(2) and SU(3) symmetries as well as experimental values for P = K and π. Table 6 : Values of f A at q 2 = 0 for P = K and π. In Figure 5 , the dot, solid and dashed curves stand for the contributions to
) in CQM, respectively. As shown in Figure 5 , the O(p 6 ) contribution obtained for the π radiative decays is very small (< 5%) for all the kinematical allowed values. However, it is interesting to see that the O(p 6 ) correction for K ℓ2γ is much larger. In particular, it can be as large as 50% close to the maximal value of q 2 in VDM. In CQM, on the other hand, we find that it is not very large. Finally, we note that, as shown in Figure 5 , our numerical result for π → eν e γ at O(p 6 ) with the SU(3) ⊗ SU(3) chiral symmetry is found to be in comparable with the one in Ref. [24] with resonance estimates of O(p 6 ) low-energy constants based on SU(2)⊗SU(2). Moreover, our result of the O(p 6 ) correction for f A in K l2γ also conforms the speculation in Ref. [24] .
In summary, we have studied the O(p 6 ) corrections to the vector and axial-vector form factors in π ℓ2γ and K ℓ2γ decays. These include the contributions from loop diagrams and the ones from higher dimension terms in the lagrangians. The former can be exactly calculated in terms of the known parameters of the chiral lagrangians. The latter is mainly evaluated by the resonance contributions. For the axial-vector form factors of F A , the results in both K and π modes contain considerable corrections from loops diagrams and they agree with the recent experimental determination [34, 35] . Furthermore, our result of F A at q 2 =0 for the kaon case is also consistent with that found in the light front QCD model [37, 38] .
Appendix A
We list the functions {II, III, · · · , A, B, · · · , L} in Figures 3 and 4 by scalar integrals of P ab α1,α2,α3 and one-loop tadpole integrals T 1 , T 2 in Euclidian space. We note that the function I does not contain g µν and thus it has no contribution to F A . For simplicity, we only give the formulas related to terms with g µν due to the definition of F A . We have −2m 
where ℓ ′ = ℓ + kx, n = 4 − 2ǫ, P M represents the meson momentum, and {· · ·} correspond to the terms without g µν .
We note that the expressions of Eq. (69) and Eqs. (70) and (71) 
